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1. Introduction

The paper tries to analyze the implica-
tions of financial innovation on a company 
financial management starting with a syn-
thesis of the ways of financing a company. 
The differences between these ways have 
significant importance on how financial in-
novation has an impact. Another essential 
issue is highlighted by the characteristics 
and the typology of instruments issued by 
financial innovation. The impact of financial 
innovation is reflected in many aspects that 
best can be highlighted through the benefits 
and disadvantages of creating, implementing 
and using innovative financial products and 
services.

The general problem of finances is to 
meet financial needs on account of the exist-
ing financing capacities in a country’s econo-
my, where all economic agents are involved, 
each of them having either financing deficits 
or surpluses.

In the economy of a country, there are 
two categories of economic agents whose 
interests are complementary. Surplus agen-
cies have funding capacities: By transferring 
some of these funds to other agents, they ac-
cumulate claims. Deficient agencies have 
to meet certain financing needs: by raising 
funds from surplus agencies they accumu-
late debts to them. Excessive and deficient 
agencies meet either directly, face to face, or 
indirectly, contacting them through special-
ized institutions or capital markets and using 

Depending on the origin of the mon-
ey funds, a step by step classification of the 

financing methods can be made (Dictionary, 
1999):

A. Internal or external financing. The 
funds of the economic agent used for fund-
ing are either own resources (internal financ-
ing) or lent resources (external financing). 
External financing can also be done in two 
ways:

B. Direct or indirect funding. One type 
of external financing is not to appeal to a 
financial intermediary, which is why it is 
called direct funding. Indirect external fund-
ing is provided through credits, which are 
provided by a financial intermediary. Direct 
funding is in line with the notion of a finan-
cial market economy (J. R. Hicks), and in-
direct funding has a correspondent in the 
leverage economy.

Indirect external financing is also divid-
ed into two categories, as the involvement of 
financial intermediaries is of a monetary or 
non-monetary nature:

C. Monetary or non-monetary financ-
ing. In indirect non-monetary financing, the 
financial intermediary justifies its name since 
it is placed right between the surplus cashier 
who has funds available and the deficient 
agent who needs these funds. The financial 
intermediary will facilitate the financing op-
eration without the two agents being forced 
to have direct contact, to meet or to meet. A 
type of financing that is proper to banks is 
the indirect monetary financing that is based 
on money creation. The financial intermedi-
ary offers money to this agent in exchange for 
a debt instrument but, as this is not a non-
monetary financing, this money is not made 
on the basis of a previously collected deposit, 
it is simply created.

The financial intermediary can also be 
defined as an individual or organization that 
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ensures the transformation of at least one of 
the above: a. Maturity transformation: for 
example, making long-term funding on the 
basis of short-term resources; b. Interest rate 
swaps: variable interest-rate loans funded at 
a fixed interest rate; c. Risk mitigation: for ex-
ample, loan finance for business equipment 
on the basis of exigible and risk-free resourc-
es (monetary banking resources).

Modern economic analysis explains the 
existence of financial intermediation based 
on the following two main reasons (s):

1. Low transaction costs. Financial in-
termediaries allow the cost of financial trans-
actions to be reduced, thereby achieving 
scale-level savings that mean lowering the 
unit costs of production of financial products 
/ services as the quantity produced increases.

2. Reducing information asymmetry, 
which can generally take two forms:

a. Adverse selection (hiding informa-
tion about the debtor); b. Moral hazard (hid-
ing information about the debtor’s shares).

In many countries, financial systems 
have undergone tremendous transforma-
tions over the last half-century, with spec-
tacular growth in capital markets, with the 
acceleration of introducing financial innova-
tions, new financial products (from different 
types of mortgage-backed securities such as 
Swap transactions, options or futures). In 
fact, there has been a rapid shift from direct 
participation of individuals in capital mar-
kets to participation through different types 
of financial intermediaries. They also under-
went changes in activity, banks and insurance 
companies seeing a decline in their assets, 
while mutual funds and pension funds have 
increased unexpectedly in size, while new 
types of intermediaries such as non-banking 
financial companies.

The evolution of financial systems dy-
namics has highlighted the fact that among 
the favorable factors that have led to the 
development of the capital markets can be 
quoted: improvement of the financial situa-
tion of the companies; The dynamism of fi-
nancial intermediaries and innovations; Tax 
incentives; The state’s increased appeal to fi-
nancial markets to finance its deficits; The de-
velopment of collective investments (mutual 
funds, pensions, etc.).

These factors favorable to the growth of 
the importance of the capital markets have 
led to the emergence of ways to avoid fi-
nancial intermediation, among which can be 
listed:

- the securitization, i.e. the mobiliza-
tion of funds through the issue of securities 
by firms, but also by the public authorities, 
a phenomenon that replaces traditional re-
course to bank lending;

- marketability, includes the previous 
phenomenon plus the phenomenon of align-
ment of bank credit characteristics with mar-
ket conditions;

- disintermediation, representing the 
replacement of financing through banks with 
direct business financing between them;

- the institutionalization of markets, a 
phenomenon illustrated by the massive in-
tervention of financial intermediaries on the 
capital markets, on behalf of their clients as 
titular negotiators. There is a new way of 
brokerage, which corrects the previous dis-
intermediation by issuing negotiable secu-
rities and the purchase by intermediaries 
themselves of securities issued by deficient 
agencies.

The fall in transaction costs in capital 
markets, as well as easier and cheaper ac-
cess to information, as important elements 
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in risk management, have led to a diminish-
ing financial intermediation. This trend was 
facilitated and also developed by financial 
innovation. 

3. Characteristics of financial 

Based on its lexicon, The Financial Times 
gives the following definiton: “Financial in-
novation is the act of creating and then popu-
larising new financial instruments as well as 
new financial technologies, institutions and 
markets”.

Financial innovation has its roots in fi-
nancial market imperfections such as tax reg-
ulations, transaction costs, legal contraints, 
information asymmetry, financial globaliza-
tion and risk exposure. In this respect, the fi-
nancial market participants have tried to get 
as many advantages and benefits as possible 
in order to increase profitability under con-
ditions of risk mitigation associated with in-
vestment vehicle transactions.

There are some companies considered 
to be the most innovative in finance world-
wide such as: PayPal – for leading the pay-
ment system on digital money; Citibank - for 
developing a new model for retail banking, 
based on tech engineering; SecondMarket -  
for creating the largest “secondary market” 
for private-company shares; StockTwits - for 
building the Web’s most comprehensive and 
What are the factors that have prompted 
these companies to innovate financial tools 
and services for individuals and companies?

The realities of trading on financial mar-
kets show us the directions that financial in-
novations have developed over the years, 
and those are the core functions of financial 

services: payments, market provisioning, in-
vestment management, insurance, deposits 
and lending and capital rising. Associated 
with them there are eleven clusters of innova-
tion that changed traditional business mod-

1. Payments – with clusters like 
Emerging Payment Rails (e.g.: Mobile 
Money) and Cashless World (e.g.: Mobile 
Payments). In this case appears new func-
tionalities for consumers that will change 
consumer behavior;

2. Market provisioning – with New 
Market Platforms (Market information plat-
forms) and Smarter & Faster Machines 
(Artificial Intelligence/ Machines Learning. 
Algorithmic trading conduct to faster re-
sponse to real-life events on financial markets;

3. Investment management – with 
Process Externalization (e.g.: Cloud com-
puting, Open Source IT) and Empowered 
Investors (Automated Advice and 
Management, Social Trading). Automated 
advisors determine accessibility to sophisti-
cated financial management;

4. Insurance – with Insurance 
Disaggregation (Securitization and Hedge 
Funds, Autonomous Vehicle) and Connected 
Insurance) – online insurance marketplaces 
and connected devices conduct to changed 
strategies and personalized insurances;

5. Deposits and lending – with 
clusters like Alternative Lending and 
Shifting Customers Preferences (Virtual 
Technologies). Changes in credit evaluation 
and loan origination opened non-traditional 
sources of financing;

6. Capital rising – with Crowd fund-
ing – open a wide access to capital raising 
activities.
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regarding financial innovation:
- a deliberate and predictable process;
- the greatest impact on business 

models based on virtual platforms and data 
analysis;

- a need for collaboration between reg-
ulators and operators regarding changes in 
risk profile of the industry;

- a continuous pressure for change on 
customer behavior and business models.

4. Implications of Financial Innovation 
for a company

The impact of financial innovation is 
reflected in many aspects that best can be 
highlighted through the benefits and dis-
advantages of creating, implementing and 
using innovative financial products and ser-
vices. Here below are some positive / nega-
tive aspects of new financial instruments.

As advantages of financial innovation 
for financial management of a company they 
can underline:

- Reducing the use of cash as a result 
of electronic transactions, thus lowering cash 
needs in circulation;

- Reduction of costs associated with 
transactions and cash management;

- Increased access to information of fi-
nancial institutions and state authorities on 
transactions for taxation and transparency;

- Protection of clients and merchants 
against fraud;

- Increasing direct connectivity be-
tween participants - financial institutions, in-
dividuals, traders;

- The ability of financial institutions to 
provide better services than competition;

- Increased access and availability of 

financial institutions to individual customer 
data and financial history;

- Creating customized product and 
service offerings tailored to the customer’s 
specific needs

- Managing risks in a proactive man-
ner and increasing the level of financial edu-
cation of clients;

- Unlike traditional financial interme-
diaries - which provide protection based on 
deposit guarantee and minimize default risk 
based on sophisticated savings and credit 
schemes, alternative lending platforms en-
sure transparency for both debtors and credi-
tors and reduce transaction costs;

- Wide access of the financial institu-
tion to customer base and more accurate 
understanding of the risks associated with 
clients;

- Designing more sophisticated prod-
ucts in terms of financial conditions;

- Integration of different types of ser-
vices into innovative financial products.

In spite of multiple positive aspects, 
financial innovation could have a lot of dis-
advantages for financial management of a 
company as the following:

- Inaccessibility of electronic payment 
systems as a result of reluctance on the part 
of traders to associated payment fees, invest-
ment and operating costs and delays;

-  The increased possibility of fraud in 
the electronic payment system;

- Increased security risk and high 
volatility

- Difficulties in implementing new 
technologies and staff training, as well as 
customer access;

- Increasing the risk of moral hazard or 
adverse selection for some innovative finan-
cial instruments;
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- The risk of losing customers’ confi-
dence as a result either of disturbing access 
to use or the risk of fraud;

- Financial institutions or clients may 
become addicted to technology providers;

- Loss of customer loyalty due to the 
possibility of making comparisons between 
products and financial institutions;

- Difficulty of regulation and certifica-
tion for highly personalized products;

- The difficulty of choosing the prod-
uct / service according to its needs as a result 
of multiple and diversified offers;

- The possibility of losing unusual cus-
tomers with new tools or unwanted tools to 
use them.
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